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OPENING THE DOOR
TO A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES
Since the acquisition in 2001, Lepage has been expanding its
production facilities, manufacturing equipment and the product range
itself. Innovative window and door designs, state-of-the-art milling and
manufacturing equipment along with an experienced and dedicated
team have enabled us to grow our business in both Canada and the
United States.
Our philosophy of being a custom production shop has allowed
customers the flexibility they want to design the windows and doors
they need for their homes and projects.
At Lepage we strive to meet and exceed your expectations.

Guy Bonneville
President, CEO
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WELCOME TO A NEW
CALIBER OF QUALITY
The materials and the assembly techniques used are what make buying
a Lepage product a sound investment. At every step of the manufacturing
process we strive to use only the best components and practices available.
Built specifically for each customer our products are not mass produced
but made according to each particular project.

QUALITY
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WELCOME TO THE TEAM
With the fourth generation window maker now at Lepage we certainly
are a group with a long history in the window and door business.

AN EYE ON THE FUTURE
From our most senior artisans to our youngest engineers we are a company that continues
to grow and innovate every year.

MEETING THE DEMAND
All of us have one goal in mind, to provide you with unmatched quality and options. And to help us with this,
our products are distributed through locally owned independent dealers that are as passionate about fenestration
as we are. We work closely with these dealers to ensure that your window and door experience is a rewarding one.

TRADITION
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TECHNOLOGY MAKES
THE DIFFERENCE
To meet our meticulous standards and create an exceptional range of fully customized,
high-quality products, we’ve made considerable investments in sophisticated machinery
from as far away as Finland, Austria and Germany.

ONE TEAM. ONE COMMON GOAL.
Our team of discerning experts and meticulous craftsmen work in tandem to satisfy your tastes
and meet your needs, on time and on budget.

YEARS OF EXPERTISE
Backed by over 50 years of experience, our customers can count on the capability, flexibility
and quality products that have made Lepage Millwork a true leader in the industry.

TECHNOLOGY
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CASEMENT WINDOWS*

DOUBLE HUNG WINDOWS

BAY AND BOW WINDOWS

AWNING WINDOWS*

SLIGING WINDOWS

ARCHITECTURAL WINDOWS*

PATIO DOORS*

*Available with the hybrid option

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS ASK
With virtually unlimited design capabilities we can help you create the
look and feel your project requires. We offer a wide variety of standard
products that you can customize to suit your individual needs or we
can work together to achieve your own unique shape, size or designed
window and door.
According to your tastes, we do it all for you at our factory, with expert
precision, in the colors you select. A large selection of hardware, glass
and divided light patterns help finalize the perfect blend of form
and function.

VARIETY
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CASEMENT

WINDOWS
SOLID AND ATTRACTIVE
Beauty, performance and safety; our family of
casement windows have it all! Created with a blend
of style and technical ingenuity, this innovative system
of PVC products was inspired by European
technologies. The structural design of our casement
windows is unique, sharing a common post between
multiple units for superior strength. Solid and attractive,
the PVC casement is perfectly adapted to our climate.
You'll enjoy them in both summer and winter.

ALUMINUM CLAD
For a low maintenance exterior finish, the extruded aluminum clad for your PVC
windows is the ideal solution. Thicker and stronger, it provides superior durability,
weather and impact resistance.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
Welded profile sections for increased strength
and improved performance
Optional 6” frame profiles that position the sash in
the inner part of the wall to reduce the risk of condensation
A choice of brickmoulds for all types of installations
5 5⁄8” frame with brickmould for new constructions
4 ½” flush frame for renovations and new constructions
Available with triple glaze
Available with the hybrid option (see page 24 for more details)
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HUNG

WINDOWS
TIMELESS CHARM
This classic style retains all of its advantages.
Convenient and easy to maintain, hung windows can
be opened and closed several times a day with the
same ease. Built with a versatile, full modular system
and sashes that tilt in to facilitate cleaning, Lepage
Hung Windows remain a great value. These efficient
and easy to use windows come in several colors, so
they’re as pretty to look as they are pleasant to handle.

PVC POWDER RESIN PROFILE
For a glossy finish similar to aluminum, Lepage offers the powder PVC profile. Unlike many
PVC profiles, you won’t see them yellow or crack. And because dust has a harder time clinging
to the powder PVC profile, they’re easier to maintain.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
Welded profile sections around for better resistance
and improved performance
4 ½” frame for better sturdiness
Choice of brickmoulds for all types of installations
Tilt sash for easy maintenance
The single hung sash is similar to the single sliding window, the casement and the awning
Single and double hung available
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AWNING

WINDOWS
RAIN OR SHINE
No matter what the weather, an awning window lets
air circulate, allowing you to enjoy a fresh breeze on a
windy day, or the rich scent of a warm summer rain.
Because they are fitted with our great system of triple
weatherstripping, these Lepage PVC windows provide
you with all the performance you need during the cold
winter months. Our awning windows are designed
and manufactured with care and offer both comfort
and durability. You'll appreciate them, rain or shine.

ALUMINUM CLAD
For a low maintenance exterior finish, the extruded aluminum clad for your PVC
windows is the ideal solution. Thicker and stronger, it provides superior durability,
weather and impact resistance.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
Welded profile sections for better resistance and improved performance
Optional 6” frame profiles the sash in the inner part
of the wall reducing the risk of condensation
A choice of brickmoulds for all types of installations
5 5⁄8” frame with brickmould for new constructions
4 ½” flush frame for renovations and new constructions
Available with triple glaze
Available with the hybrid option (see page 24 for more details)
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ARCHITECTURAL

WINDOWS

SO PRACTICAL
AND ALWAYS CHIC
With architectural windows, their unquestionable quality
and performance never compromises the design front.
Choosing architectural windows enhances the beauty
of your home while immediately bringing a sense of
charm and prestige to it. Numerous window options are
available; choose from our architectural models or let
us manufacture your windows according to your
specifications and tastes. Rest assured that Lepage
Millwork guarantees all their quality products. Enhance
the beauty of your home with our architectural windows
to spectacular effect.

ALUMINUM CLAD
For a low maintenance exterior finish, the extruded aluminum clad for your PVC
windows is the ideal solution. Thicker and stronger, it provides superior durability,
weather and impact resistance.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
Selection of frames that fit with other windows in your project
Plenty of different shapes and assembly styles
Direct sets without sash (low profile) to allow a better view, perfect for contemporary styles
Direct sets with fake sash similar to the casement, awning, single hung and sliding windows
Available with triple glaze
Available with the hybrid option (see page 24 for more details)
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BAY AND BOW

WINDOWS
SPACE AND LIGHT
Let the light shine in with Bay or Bow Windows.
Attractive and timeless, their angles allow for better
brightness while providing you with an opportunity to
play the space you have to create a stylish alcove. Very
large dimensions are sure to guarantee perspective.
Bay and Bow Windows are available in a wide range
of frames, shapes and styles, with or without top and
bottom shelves. Decorative grilles can also be added
to give a distinctive look to your home.

POWDER PVC PROFILE
For a glossy finish similar to aluminum, Lepage offers the powder PVC profile. Unlike many PVC profiles,
you won’t see them yellow or crack. And because dust has a harder time clinging to the powder PVC profile,
they’re easier to maintain.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
Available with casement, hung and awning
Bow windows are available with 4 or 5 sashes
Available with triple glaze (for models with casement and awning)
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SLIDING

WINDOWS
EFFICIENT AND SECURE
Our Sliding Windows combine performance, energy
efficiency and sustainability – a wise choice. With a
removable sash for easier maintenance, they bring
together functionality, comfort and aesthetics. There
are many options available to embellish even the
simplest models. And, as with all Lepage products,
you always have the same quality guarantee.

POWDER PVC PROFILE
For a glossy finish similar to aluminum, Lepage offers the powder PVC profile. Unlike many
PVC profiles, you won’t see them yellow or crack. And because dust has a harder time clinging
to the powder PVC profile, they’re easier to maintain.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
Welded profile sections around for better resistance and improved performance
4 ½” frame for better sturdiness
Choice of brickmoulds for all types of installations
Tilt sash for easier maintenance
Outside paint option available for the single sliding
The single sliding window sash is similar to the single-hung, the casement and the awning
Single and double sliding available
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PATIO

DOORS
CHARM AND FRIENDLINESS
A patio door guarantees a great view while providing
you with access to your garden or deck. Whether you
choose PVC or aluminum, your Lepage Patio Door will
charm you with its elegance, strength and resistance,
and it’s perfect for that busy summer traffic. Allow
yourself to be coaxed outside through its aluminum
or PVC covered wood frame, PVC sashes and ultraresistant screen, or just enjoy the light flooding in
through its large surface area. Lepage Patio Doors
offer you strength, reliability and peace of mind.

ALUMINUM CLAD
For a low maintenance exterior finish, the extruded aluminum clad for your PVC
windows is the ideal solution. Thicker and stronger, it provides superior durability,
weather and impact resistance.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
Reinforced bar to the vertical stile
6 9 ⁄16”, 7 ¼” wood frame with PVC interior and exterior
Decorative panels available
Two, three or four panels
Door widths: 5, 6, 8, 9 and 12 foot
Sidelites and transoms available
Available with triple glaze
Available with the hybrid option (see page 24 for more details)
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HYBRID

OVERVIEW
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
To bring together the contemporary looks and strength
of aluminum clad with the energy efficiency of PVC,
Lepage Millwork offers the best of both worlds with its
hybrid window. Available with the casement, awning
architectural (polygon) window and the patio door, you
will certainly find the model that suits your tastes and
the options that suit your needs.

ALUMINUM CLAD
For a low maintenance exterior finish, the extruded aluminum
clad for your PVC windows is the ideal solution. Thicker and stronger,
it provides superior durability, weather and impact resistance.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
Welded PVC profile sections for better resistance and improved performance
Optional 6” frame profiles that position the sash in the inner part of the wall,
reducing the risk of condensation
4 ½” frame
Folding handle
Multipoint lock
Safe and soft dual-arm operator
Triple weather-strip
Available with triple glaze
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WINDOW HARDWARE
CASEMENT AND AWNING
WINDOWS

HUNG AND SLIDING
WINDOWS

FOLDING HANDLE

LOCK

LOCK

TILT ASSITS

Folding handle
Multipoint lock
Safe and soft dual-arm operator

Safe central lock
Easy to operate tilt assits

DOOR HARDWARE
PATIO DOORS

Mortise handle with multipoint or single Point lock
Optional key lock handle
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COLORS

Wide selection of superior quality opaque paints for a beautiful and durable finish.
STANDARD COLOR

WHITE

OPTIONAL COLORS

MAIZE

CASHMERE

SLATE

BLACK

WICKER

SANDSTONE

SABLE

PEBBLE

COMMERCIAL
BROWN

BROWN
STONE

GREEN

MIDNIGHT
BLUE

BRICK
RED

CREAM L/G

TAN

SANDAL
WOOD

CANYON
CLAY

SAGE

IVY GREEN

WOOD
CEDAR

WOOD
COUNTRY
RED

ALMOND

ANTIQUE
IVORY

WEDGEWOOD
BLUE

DOVER
GRAY

OLD WORLD
BLUE

CHESTNUT
BROWN

FOREST
GREEN

BURGUNDY

NUTMEG

STORM

WOOD
ACADIA

WOOD
SIERRA

WOOD SCOTIA
BLUE

WOOD
SAND

WOOD
ALMOND

WOOD
ALUMINUM
YELLOWSTONE COPPER

Note : Pictures above are for reference only. The color may vary based on the type of application,
surface it is applied to, and/or year of production.
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GLASS
ENERGY-SAVING
All the latest and best performing options in glazing technology are available in our products, including Low-E,
argon gas and more. Just ask and we’ll help you define your needs and decide on the best choice.

In the winter, Low-E Argon
glazing keeps the heat inside
for less heating costs.

In the summer, Low-E Argon
glazing reflects heat to
minimize air conditioning costs.

DOUBLE GLAZE INSULATED
Among the most popular
choices, the double glaze glass
will certainly meet your needs.

TRIPLE GLAZE INSULATED
For superior energetic
performance and better
soundproof, triple glaze
is the right choice.
Not available with hung, sliding
windows and patio doors

Compression

T/6

T

Tension

Compression

T/6

TEMPERED GLASS
Tempered glass is mainly used as safety glass. Should a major shock
causing breakage, the glass will be fragmented into small pieces,
small enough not to cause injury. Tempered glass is heated until it
softens and then rapidly cooled with air. This gives a compression
layer 5 times stronger than ordinary glass.
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GRILLES
LITE CUT DESIGN MADE EASY
Grilles give your windows and doors extra style and architectural interest. With our huge selection and extensive custom
capabilities, lite cut design is yours for the asking. Dream it, draw it, and chances are we’ll make it.
SIMULATED DIVIDED LITES

STANDARD

FLAT*

Choose from beautiful designs, our SDL profiles are available in different sizes: 7/8", 1 ¼” and 2".
*Available with the hybrid option only
GRILLES BETWEEN THE GLASS

TUBULAR

GEORGIAN

The GBG’s are permanently fixed between two frames of glass, providing style and cleaning convenience.
DIFFERENT GRILLES PATERNS

SCREENS
ALUMINIUM SCREEN
The aluminum screen is the most conventional and sustainable
for all and they adapt to all products.
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WHITE

SCREENS MESH
Our standard screen mesh is the fiberglass mesh. With the
same look but a little more durable, the aluminum mesh
is the best choice. Nothing better than our invisible screen
mesh to enhance the outside view.

INVISIBLE

FIBERGLASS ALUMINIUM

MOULDINGS
MOULDINGS THAT GET AROUND ANYTHING
Depending on the installation type finish you have chosen, you will find a molding that fits your home perfectly.

1 1/8”

1 3/8”

2”

4”

FLUSH 2"

CONTEMPORARY*

CLASSIC*

*Available with the hybrid option only

INTERIOR JAMB
EXTENSIONS

For an interior finish in perfect harmony with your window, Lepage offers various interior jamb extensions.

4”

5 ¾” WITH INTERIOR TRIM

PINE WITH VINYL CLADDING

PINE

(ALSO AVAILABLE 5 ¾” ET 7”)
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LEPAGE MILLWORK’S WARRANTY
Lepage Millwork offers a warranty that meets your expectations. It provides
up to 20 years on selected product components. It reflects the quality of our
products and confirms the value of your purchases.
For more information, please visit our web site or ask your local dealer.

Environmentally conscious, Lepage Millwork offers Energy Star products.
Energy Star is the international symbol of excellence in energy efficiency. Products
that have identification have had severe prescribed procedures, demonstrating that
they meet or exceed the standards in this area without offering a lower performance.
Lepage is proud to be certified with the NFRC program which is a non-profit organization that
administers the only uniform, independent rating and labeling system for the energy performance
of windows, doors, skylights, and attachment products. The NFRC goal is to provide fair, accurate,
and reliable energy performance ratings.
* Depending on the options selected, our products can meet the eligibility criteria
for Energy Star for your area.
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THINKING
GREEN
OVER THE YEARS, LEPAGE MILLWORK HAS BEEN MOVING FORWARD
IN A MORE ENVIRONEMENTALLY DIRECTION. 100% of all wood waste
in the manufacturing of our products is used to generate heat and
steam for our productions facilities. All cardboard, paper, plastic,
aluminum scrap and glass are sent to the proper recyclers.
Our paints, stains and sealers are made with water based formulas
which is less harmful to environment. Product delivery schedules are
thoroughly planned in order to maximize the space in each delivery
truck minimizing the amount of trips made. Production supplies are
purchased in bulk from vendors that are located close to the facilities
to limit the distribution distance. Thinking green encompasses our
entire company and as we move into the future we will contribute
to a cleaner environment and a cleaner world.
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141, chemin des Raymond, C.P. 1298
Rivière-du-Loup ( Québec) G5R 4L9 Canada
418 862-2611 / 1 800 463-1367
418 862-2391 / 1 866 551-2391
www.lepagemillwork.com
headoffice@lepagemillwork.com

RBQ-8281-8832-34
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